Module 2: Storing the Price
In the Apollo® for Travel Professionals class you learned how to store the price of the
itinerary in the PNR. Storing the price with all the pricing and ticketing information
prepares the PNR for ticketing and keeps the pricing information readily accessible.
In this module, you will review storing, interpreting, and canceling pricing information in
a PNR.

Module Objectives
Upon completion of this module, you will be able to:


Store a price in a PNR:



As booked.



With pricing modifiers.



With ticketing modifiers.



With pricing and ticketing modifiers.



Maintain a stored price in a PNR.



Verify ATFQ field before ticketing.



Retain ATFQ field after ticketing.



View linear fare quote.



Cancel ATFQ field.

Store a Price
HELP STORE THE PRICE

Storing the price allows you to document the price of the air segments in the PNR. By
storing the price, you create an Automatic Ticketing Fare Quote (ATFQ) field in the PNR.
While you can have up to eight ATFQ fields per PNR, you can store each passenger and
segment combination in an ATFQ field only once. For example, if you store the first
Name field in an ATFQ field, you cannot store that Name field in another ATFQ field.

Store as Booked
To store a price, you must have a Name field in the PNR.
The function identifier to store a price as booked is: T:$B
Store the price after you have booked the correct class of service for the desired fare.
Apollo prices the itinerary and stores the price.
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Apollo responds with the pricing entry used and the breakdown of the fare.

When you display the *T, the Automatic Ticketing Fare Quote (ATFQ) appears.

The following table lists the ATFQ field components.
Component
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Description

ATFQ-OK/$B*GF1/TAGF1/CUA/ET

Automatic Ticketing Fare Quote field, OK
(price valid for ticketing), format used to
price itinerary, pseudo city, travel agent
identifier/pseudo city/carrier override
indicator/electronic ticket indicator.

FQ-USD 2452.08/USD
183.92US/USD 28.20XT/USD
2664.20 – 25APR YUA.YUA

Fare quote field, sum of all base fares,
country taxes, segment fees, PFCs, and
total price for all passengers in PNR with
fare basis code for each segment.
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Store with Pricing Modifiers
HELP PRICING MODIFIERS

Pricing modifiers further define the request. If you use a pricing modifier to determine
the correct price for an itinerary, you must also use that modifier in the ATFQ field.
The following table lists frequently used pricing modifiers and their HELP profiles in
Apollo.
Format

Pricing modifier

HELP profile

N

Name field

HELP PRICING MODIFIERS-NAME SELECT

*

Passenger type

HELP PRICING MODIFIERS-PASSENGER TYPE
CODE

S

Segment

HELP PRICING MODIFIERS-SEGMENT SELECT



Fare basis type

HELP PRICING MODIFIERS-FARE ID CODE

X

Connection

HELP PRICING MODIFIERS-CONNECTION

SO

Stopover

HELP PRICING MODIFIERS-STOPOVER

To store a price with a pricing modifier, enter T:$B followed by the desired modifier. Use
a slash (/) to separate modifiers.
The following table lists some examples of pricing modifiers stored in the ATFQ field.
To store price for:

Use this format:

First Name field only

T:$BN1

Senior citizen age 65 Passenger Type Code (PTC)

T:$B*SRC65

Note: You can also store PTC in PNR Name field.

N:ROGERS/KEN*P-SRC65

With no penalty

T:$BPE0

Store with Ticketing Modifiers
HELP TICKETING MODIFIERS

Use ticketing modifiers to specify how to issue a document. You can store them with
pricing modifiers in the ATFQ field.
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The following table lists frequently used ticketing modifiers and their HELP profiles in
Apollo.
Ticketing modifier

HELP profile

Generic

HELP MODG

Tour code

HELP IT-MOD

Form of payment

HELP MODF

Device override

HELP MODD

Itinerary segment select

HELP MODS

Ticketing modifier

HELP profile

Not valid before and not valid
after dates

HELP NVA

Commission

HELP MODZ

Validating carrier

HELP MODC

Override carrier

HELP OC

Paper ticket

HELP PT

Fare unable

HELP STORE THE PRICE-ATFQ ERROR CODES

Generic
HELP MODG

The generic (G) ticketing modifier allows for special ticketing or itinerary/invoice needs.
You cannot use this modifier alone. You must always use it in conjunction with a
secondary modifier.
Secondary modifiers are special instructions used individually or together separated by
an end item (+).
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The following table lists commonly used generic modifiers.
Description:

Format:

Bulk ticket (U.S.)

T:$BGB

Bulk non-refundable ticket (U.S.)

T:$BGBN

Baggage override

T:$BGBG10K

Net ticket (Canada)

T:$BGT

Endorsement box entry

T:$BGEBVALIDAAON
LY

Tax exempt

T:$BGTE

Itinerary only

T:$BGIN

Separate itinerary/invoice for each
passenger

T:$BGIS

Ticket designator

T:$BGTDS1USAX1:3
USAX

Note: When pricing a fare with *DPdiscount percentage, *DF-decrease
fare amount, or *DFT-discount from
total fare pricing modifier, you must
use TD modifier to store it.
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The following table lists examples of when and how to enter generic modifiers with
secondary modifiers.
To store price with:

Use this format:

Ticket designator

T:$BGTD2454

Note: Required with discount pricing
modifier.
Single endorsement box

T:$BGEBNONREF

Note: Use pillows () to separate words
in an endorsement box entry.
Two endorsement boxes

T:$BGEBPENALTYON
CHANGE+EBVALIDUSONLY

Separate itinerary and invoice for each
passenger

T:$BGIS

Baggage override

T:$BGBG2PC

Tour code
HELP IT

The tour code ticketing modifier (IT) adds a tour code to the stored fare and to the
ticket. The tour code includes a vendor code and can be from 1 alpha/numeric
character (excluding the IT) up to a maximum of 15.
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To store price with:

Use this format:

Tour code

T:$BITUS2345

Tour code and print IT on ticket

T:$BITITUS2345
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Form of payment
HELP MODF

You can store the form-of-payment (F) ticketing modifier in the ATFQ field. This
modifier overrides the F- field in a PNR.
To store price with:

Use this format:

Cash

T:$BFS

Check, cheque

T:$BFCK

Check, cheque for first name

T:$BN1/FCK

Credit card

T:$BFAX370000000000028+D1220

Credit card with manual approval
code

T:$BFVI4444333322221111+D1018+*12345

Note: If the form of payment differs per passenger, you must store each in a separate
ATFQ field using Name select.
Example:
T:$BN1/FAX37000000000000028+D1219 T:$BN2/FVI45101234567890+D1119

Device override
HELP MODD

The device override ticketing modifier (D) selects what device (ticket or itinerary printer,
or an accounting device) you would like to use for producing documents or sending
messages.
You can also use the device override modifier at time of ticketing.
To store price and generate:

Use this format:

Invoice only

T:$BDID

Itinerary only

T:$BGIN/DID

Ticket only

T:$BDTD

Accounting record only

T:$BDAD

Invoice and accounting record

T:$BDIDAD
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Itinerary segment select
HELP MODS

The itinerary segment select ticketing modifier (S) selects only specific segments to
appear on the documents. A secondary modifier (X, L, N, R) follows this modifier.
To store price and print:

Use this format:

Auxiliary segment 2

T:$BSX2

All segments except waitlisted segments

T:$BSLNONE

Waitlist segments 1 and 2

T:$BSL1*2

All segments without itinerary remarks

T:$BSRNONE

Auxiliary segments 4 and 5, no waitlist segments

T:$BSX4*5+SLNONE

Air segments 1 and 2, auxiliary segments 3 and 4

T:$BS1+2/SX3*4

Air segments 2 through 4

T:$BS2*4

Not valid before/not valid after dates
HELP NVA

The not valid before (NVB) and not valid after (NVA) date ticketing modifiers override
validity dates. A five-character date (day and month) follows the NVB and NVA
modifiers. The date applies to all segments unless you use the segment select modifier.
The following table lists some examples.
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To store price with:

Use this format:

NVB date of Oct. 4 and NVA of Oct. 11

T:$BNVB04OCT/NVA11OCT

NVB date of Oct. 4 for segments 1 and 2, and
NVA date of Oct. 11 for segments 3 and 4

T:$BNVBS1+204OCT/NVAS3
+411OCT
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Commission
HELP MODZ

The commission ticketing modifier allows you to override the default commission
calculated by Apollo. The Z modifier followed by a percent or dollar amount ($) adds a
commission to the stored fare.
The following table lists some examples.
To store price with:

Use this format:

Percentage commission

T:$BZ5

Dollar amount commission (U.S.)

T:$BZ$15.00

Dollar amount commission 15.00 (Canada)

T:$BZ$1500

Note: Canada agents omit the decimal point.
No commission

T:$BZ0

Validating carrier
HELP MODC

The validating carrier ticketing modifier (C) allows you to override the default validating
carrier. The C modifier followed by the carrier code adds a validating carrier.
To store price with:

Use this format:

UA as validating carrier

T:$BCUA
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Change/Delete Modifiers
HELP PRICING MODIFIERS-CHANGE

You can change or delete modifiers.
Format: C:T:
The following tables list some examples.
To change modifier to:

Use this format:

Add an endorsement field

C:T:/GEBVALIDAAONLY

Add an endorsement field and ticket designator to
second ATFQ

C:2T:/GEBVALIDAAONL
Y+TD COMP

To delete this modifier:

Use this format:

Tour code

C:T:/IT

Generic from second ATFQ field

C:2T:/G

Note: If you use the format C:T:/G or retype some information, the system deletes
everything previously stored in the G modifier or changes all the information. You must
retype what else you want to keep

Maintain the Stored Price
When an ATFQ field exists in a PNR and you have changed the itinerary or Name field,
Apollo requires that you verify the ATFQ field. If you try to end transact a PNR with a
stored ATFQ after making changes, the following agent alert appears:
VERIFY ATFQ
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Verify Price before Ticketing
ASK AN2084

When you change an itinerary before issuing the ticket and Apollo alerts you to verify
the stored price, use the verify format to store the new price. For instance, your
customer needs to change his return date to a day later. You have not issued his ticket
yet. After confirming his new flight, verify the price for the new itinerary.
To verify the price before ticketing, enter the T: function identifier followed by the letter
V.
Example: T:V
Apollo updates the ATFQ field and maintains any pricing or ticketing modifiers used to
store the original price while applying the current fare.

Verify Price after Ticketing
ASK AN2084

When you change an itinerary after the ticket has been issued, Apollo still alerts you to
verify the price. If the changes are not related to the fare, you need to tell Apollo to
retain the original price.
When you change the PNR after ticketing and you do not need to reissue the ticket, use
the retain format to maintain the existing stored price.
For example, you have already issued a ticket for your customer. Then you add a car
segment to the itinerary. Since the car does not affect the price of the ticket, retain the
existing stored price.
To retain the existing stored price, enter the function identifier followed by the letter R.
Example: T:R
Apollo retains the existing stored price.

View Linear Fare Quote
To view the linear fare quote, enter asterisk (*) followed by the letters LF.
Example:*LF
The linear fare quote appears.
Note: When a PNR contains a stored fare, the *LF prompt appears and you can tab to it
to view the linear.
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Cancel ATFQ Field
HELP ATFQ

When you change an itinerary after issuing the ticket, Apollo again alerts you to verify
the fare. If the changes affect the fare, you can cancel the ATFQ field and enter a new
one.
To cancel the ATFQ field, enter: XT
Example: XT
Apollo cancels the ATFQ field.
You can also cancel multiple or one of multiple ATFQ fields.
Example: XT1+3-5
Apollo cancels ATFQ fields 1, 3, 4 and 5.
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Module Review
Your customer Maria Lopez and her husband Hector, would like to make a reservation to travel from
New York to San Diego on Delta Air Lines.
1. Request a Fare and Schedule Display for eight months from today and returning 10 days later.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
2. Choose the best fare available on an early morning flight and sell two seats.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
3. Request availability for the return flight departing at 1 PM.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
4. Sell two seats on an early afternoon flight at the best available fare.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
5. Mrs. Lopez agrees to the flights you’ve chosen. Add the Name field with the passengers’ names.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
6. Price the itinerary making sure they are booked with the lowest available fare.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
7. Display the PNR.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
Enter an endorsement to state VALIDATED ON DL ONLY and is NON ENDORSEABLE
8. Store the fare for each passenger.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
9. Display just the Ticketing field.
Format: ________________________________________________________________
Note: Advise your instructor when you have finished. Do not ignore this PNR until after your instructor
has seen your PNR.
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